Mt. Fuji Pass
A Pass let you enjoy Mt. Fuji Area thoroughly!

Sunset at Lake Yamanakako and Mt. Fuji - Diamond Fuji -

Mt. Koyodai (Narusawa Village)
Tenko Forest (Ketu City: Shosenkyo)
Aramurayama Sen'en Park (Chuzenji, Tochigi)

Sightseeing Bus
Suzuki Village
Fujinomiya Railway
Shionomata TDR (Mt. Fuji Ropeway)
Trains, route buses, and tour buses usable with the Mt. Fuji Pass

- Red-Line: Kawaguchiko Sightseeing Bus
- Green-Line: Saiko Sightseeing Bus
- Blue-Line: Nanuwa/Minakami/Motosuko Sightseeing Bus
- Kofu Sta. - IsawaOnsen Sta. Line (Route Bus)
- Oshino Petit Pension Line (Route Bus)
- Shimobee Onsen Line (Route Bus)
- Fujikko-goto (Shimoka Hakkai/Yamanakako Sightseeing Bus)
- Kawaguchiko Sta. - Gotemba Sta. (Route Bus)
- Gotemba Sta. - Mishima Sta.
- Tomari Gotemba IC - Gotemba Sta. - Gitama Amusement Park
- Mt. Fuji World Heritage Loop Bus

Climbers bus * Seasonal service Bus

- To Fuji Subaru Line 5th Station
  (From Mt. Fuji Sta. Kawaguchiko Sta.)
- To Fujinomiya Trail 5th Station
  (From JR Mishima Sta. Shin-Fuji Sta. Fuji Sta. Fujinomiya Sta.)
- To Gotemba Trail new 5th Station
  (From Gotemba Premium Outlets, Gotemba Sta.)
- To Subashiri Trail 5th Station
  (From Gotemba Premium Outlets, Gotemba Sta.)

Fujikyu Railway

- Otsuki Sta. - Kawaguchiko Sta.

Because there is no admission charge, please feel free to drop by for a meal or shopping. You can have a steamy bowl of Hoto noodles, and the cafe has a wide assortment of items.

8 Fuji-Q Highland

This amusement park is full of attractions, from a thrilling roller-coaster and haunted house to Thomas Land, which children can also enjoy. It is fun for visitors of all ages.
Spots recommended for visits in autumn

3. Koyodai 紅葉台
   Nearest station: Koyodai kiguchi
   Koyodai affords a panoramic view of Mt. Fuji and Aokigahara Jukai Forest, along with magnificent autumn colors in late October. Enjoy the hiking course, which takes about 30 minutes to hike.

1. Mt. Fuji Panoramic Ropeway
   (previous Mt. Kachi Kachi Ropeway)
   富士山パノラマロープウェイ
   (旧カチカチ山ロープウェイ)
   Nearest station: Ropeway Entrance
   An observatory at an altitude of 1,075 meters, this scenic spot offers a complete view of Lake Kawaguchiko and of majestic, beautiful Mt. Fuji. Visitors can enjoy the changes of the four seasons with cherry blossoms in spring and colorful foliage in autumn.

4. Narusawa Hyoketsu (Ice Cave) 鳴沢氷穴
   Nearest station: Hyoketsu
   Narusawa Hyoketsu is located near the eastern entrance to Aokigahara Jukai Forest. It is about 153 meters long, and the temperature inside averages 3 degrees centigrade. It was formed at the time of an eruption more than 1,150 years ago. We also recommend the walk to Fuketsu (Wind Cave).

6. Fujikawaguchiko Autumn Leaves Festival (Momiji Corridor)
   富士河口湖紅葉祭り（もみじ回廊）
   Nearest station: Ichiku Kubota Art Museum (main venue)
   This spot is brilliantly colored by around 500 Japanese maple trees. The fantastically lit "Momiji Corridor" is a must-see. Every day from November 1 to 23, 2018 (tentative)

2. Shosenkyo 异仙峡
   Nearest station: 50 minutes from Kofu Station, with transfer to bus (separate fare)
   Selected as the most beautiful of the gorges in a listing of the 100 tourist spots in Japan, this location offers visitors scenery that reflects the changes of the four seasons.
### Case 1
**AM**
- **Kawaguchiko Sta.**: About 3 minutes
- **Fuji-Q Highland**: Play on the rides, or enjoy eating and shopping. Benefits of the pass: Free ride (1) and entrance to the Fujymaya Museum.
- **5 minutes by foot from Shimo-yoshida Sta.**

**PM**
- **Arakurayama Senjo-jinja Shrine (Chureito Pagoda)**
  - Open through late November
  - Benefits of the pass: Free entrance
  - Good view from the top

Fall foliage and sunsets offer a panoramic view.

### Case 2
**AM**
- **Kawaguchiko Sta.**: 10 minutes by Blue-Line
- **Shopping at Shopping Center BELL / Hotokura Funani**: Enjoy the local scenery, visit the shops, enjoy the lively atmosphere.
- **At 9:30 AM get off at Lake Motosuko**

**PM**
- **Lake Motosuko Pleasure Cruiser "Moguran"**: Open through late November
- **Koyodai**: Enjoy a casual stroll or serious hiking.

### Case 3
**AM**
- **Mt. Fuji Sta.**: 20 minutes by Fujikko-go or Loop Bus; get off at Oshino Hachimangu
- **Oshino Ninja Village**: Train at a ninja village! Lunch is available, also available for visitors who do not wish to experience the ninja training.

**PM**
- **Hana-no-Miyako Park**: Enjoy the flowers and sunflowers.
- **20 minutes by Fujikko-go; get off at Yamanakako Asahigawa
- **YAMAVAKO NO KABA (amphibious bus)**: A thrilling adventure that takes riders over both land and water in one vehicle.
- **5 minutes by foot, Asahigawa Lakeside Green Space Park
- **Sunset Shore – Autumn Leaves Festival**: Enjoy the beautiful sunset and autumn leaves.

### Case 4
**AM**
- **Kawaguchiko Sta.**: 30 minutes by Blue-Line; get off at Narusawa Hyoketsu (Ice Cave)
- **Narusawa Hyoketsu (Ice Cave)**: Benefits of the pass: Free entrance
- **Fugaku Fuketsu (Wind Cave)**: Benefits of the pass: Free entrance; another entrance is available
- **30 minutes by Green-Line; get off at Kawaguchiko Herb Hall
- **Lake Kawaguchiko Kitahara Museum**: Spend a delightful time among this collection of nostalgic toys
- **4 minutes by Red-Line; get off at Pleasure Cruiser / Ropeway Exit

### Case 5
**AM**
- **Kawaguchiko Sta.**: About 1 hour on Keio Line; get off at Keio Sta.; South Exit
- **Shosenkyo Ropeway Tenko forest walk**: Enjoy nature's beauty while exploring the forest

**PM**
- **Bus bound for Kofu (non-bus route)**: 55 minutes
- **Yumura Onsenko**: Spend a leisurely time in an old-fashioned onsen neighborhood

### Case 6
**AM**
- **Kawaguchiko Sta.**: 45 minutes on the Kofu Line; get off at Isawa-onsen Sta.
- **Miharaishi Orchards**: Enjoy the beauty of the orchards

**PM**
- **Yumura Onsenko**: Soothe your tired body in this retro hot spring town. You can also rent a bicycle and enjoy a leisurely ride around the town.

**Yumura Hot Spring Accommodation**

**Isawa-onsen Accommodation**
Spots recommended for visits in Winter

**Grinpa Amusement Park** 遊園地ぐりんぱ
Nearest station: Yeti, Grinpa (Gotemba Line)

Yeti is a ski resort that opens the earliest in all Japan. It has slopes for all skiers, from novices to advanced ones. Grinpa has a sledding slope that is full of thrills and highly popular. It is scheduled to be open from mid-December to early April.

**Snowtown Yeti** スノータウンイエティ
Nearest station: Yeti, Grinpa (Gotemba Line)

**Lake Yamanakako Pleasure Cruiser “Swan Lake”** 山中湖遊覧船“白鳥の湖”
Nearest station: Yamanakako Ashiharaoka Bus Terminal

Admire the view of beautiful Lake Yamanakako and magnificent Mt. Fuji as you cruise the lake surface. The view of “Diamond Fuji” from aloft the lake is a famous winter attraction. Time your visit to catch the sunsets and sunset.

**Fuji Kawaguchiko Winter Fireworks** 富士河口湖冬花火
Nearest station: Visible from all around Lake Kawaguchiko (Main venue: Oike Park)

The Kawaguchiko Winter Fireworks are a famed attraction. The cold, clear air makes it perfect for enjoying fireworks. When there is no wind and the lake surface is calm, beautiful “upside-down fireworks” can be seen reflected in the lake. Saturdays and Sundays, mid-January to mid-February (tentative).

**Isawaonsen Town** 石和温泉街

This hot spring village is the largest in Yamanashi - known as the land of hot springs - and is one of the most well known throughout Japan.

It has long been loved by Japanese people, and it offers the change to experience a range of baths including wine baths and cypress baths. It also hosts a fireworks display in winter.

**Miharashi Orchards** 見晴らし園

This farm has been providing fruit for approximately 100 years based on a desire to enable guests to pick truly delicious fruit with their own hands. At Miharashi Orchards you can enjoy picking fruit at any time of year!

Enjoy picking strawberries from late December to late May, peaches from mid-June to late August, grapes from late July to late November, and apples from mid-October to late November.

Don't miss the peach flowers in full bloom in spring!
Model courses for Winter

Case 7

AM
- Kawaguchiko Sta. 河口湖駅
  - About 80 minutes on Gotemba Line; get off at Gotemba Sta.
  - Transfer to bus bound for Grinpa/Yeti, about 60 minutes; get off at Grinpa/Yeti
- Grinpa グリナ
- Yeti イエティ
  - Free admission to Grinpa
  - Bound for Gotemba Line, 60 minutes; get off at Gotemba Sta.

PM
- Gotemba area hotels
  - Spend some free time at the outlet mall!

Case 8

AM
- Kawaguchiko Sta. 河口湖駅
  - About 3 minutes
  - Get off at Fujiyoshida-Highland Sta.
- Fuji-Q Highland 富士急ハイランド
  - Enjoy skiing while taking in the view of Mt. Fuji
  - Benefits of the pass:
    - Ride the boat for free
    - On foot, anywhere around Lake Kawaguchiko
- Kawaguchiko Winter Fireworks
  - Saturdays and Sundays, mid-January to mid-February (tentative)

PM
- Lake Kawaguchiko Pleasure Cruise "En Soleil"
  - Benefits of the pass:
    - Ride the boat for free
  - On foot, anywhere around Lake Kawaguchiko

Case 9

AM
- Mt. Fuji Sta. 富士山駅
  - 15 minutes by Fujikko-go or Loop Bus; get off at Oshino Hakkaik
- Oshino Hakkaik
  - Don’t miss seeing Mt. Fuji reflected in the clear springwater
  - 25 minutes by Fujikko-go; get off at Yamanakako Asahigasa

PM
- PICAxLake Yamanakako Village Fujyama Kitchen
  - An elegant lunch in a lakeside cottage
  - Immediately adjacent
- Lake Yamanakako Pleasure Cruise "Swan Lake"
  - Benefits of the pass:
    - Ride the boat for free
  - 7 minutes by Fujikko-go; get off at Yamanakako Community Plaza
- Lake Yamanakako Mt. Fuji Snow Festival
  - Late January to mid-February (tentative)

Case 10

AM
- Kawaguchiko Sta. 河口湖駅
  - 25 minutes by Blue-Line; get off at Michino-ko-uki Narusawa (roadside rest and shopping area)
- Michino-ko-uki Narusawa (roadside rest and shopping area)
  - A roadside park closely tied to the community.
  - Enjoy eating, learning, and shopping to your heart’s content.
  - 10 minutes by foot, Maeten-jinja Shrine

PM
- Maeten-jinja Shrine 魔天神社
  - 60 minutes on Shin-Fuji Line; get off at Shiraito-no-Taki Waterfall Enl.
- Shiraito-no-Taki Waterfall 白糸の滝
  - 30 minutes on Shin-Fuji Line; get off at Shiraito-no-Taki Waterfall Enl.
- Shin-Fuji Sta. 新富士駅
  - Head toward your next destination by Shinkansen or other means...

Case 11

AM
- Kawaguchiko Sta. 河口湖駅
  - About 1 hour on Kofu Line; get off at Zenzai Temple
- Kai-zenkoji Temple 甲斐善光寺
  - About 15 minutes on Kofu Line; get off at Kofu Sta., North Exit, 5 minutes by foot
- Sadoya Winery サドヤワイナリー
  - Enjoy delicious wine and cuisine
  - Immediately adjacent; Koshu Yume Kouji

PM
- Koshu Yume Kouji Shopping 甲府夢うみ屋商店街
  - Retro-themed shopping & restaurants close under old Kofu Castle Ruins
  - Immediately adjacent; Kofu Castle Ruins (Maizuru Castle Park)
- Kofu Castle Ruins (Maizuru Castle Park) 甲府城跡（舞鶴公園）
  - This castle was established in 1598; Japanese Warring States Period. Enjoy the view of Mt. Fuji from historical landmark.

Case 12

AM
- Kawaguchiko Sta. 河口湖駅
  - 45 mins on the Kofu Line; get off at Isawaonsen Sta.
  - 15 mins by taxi
- Miharashi Orchards 八景平園
  - Winter is strawberry picking season! Try five different kinds of strawberries.

PM
- Isawaonsen Town 石和温泉街
  - Back to Isawaonsen Sta. by taxi
  - Special fireworks display held in February.
- Isawaonsen Accommodation
  -
Use the Mt. Fuji Pass for touring the Mt. Fuji area!

Use the route buses and the Fujikyu Railway (trains between Otsuki and Lake Kawaguchiko) in the Yamanashi and Shizuoka area as many times as you like during the pass period. Entrance tickets for nine popular Mt. Fuji-area tourism facilities are also included in this bargain! Just show your Mt. Fuji Pass at many other facilities for additional discounts and special deals.

Available in 1-day, 2-day, and 3-day lengths, the Mt. Fuji Pass is a passport that fits every schedule and budget for tourism around Mt. Fuji.

Facilities that can be used for free with the Mt. Fuji Pass

1. Lake Yamanakako Pleasure Cruiser “Swan Lake”
   - Access: Get out at Yamanakako Asahidoka Bus Stop
   - Facilities: Unlimited Free entry

2. Lake Kawaguchiko Pleasure Cruiser “En Soleille”
   - Access: Get out at Pleasure Cruiser / Ripeway Entr.
   - Facilities: Unlimited Free entry

3. Fujiyama Museum
   - Access: Get out at Motoosaka Bus Stop
   - Facilities: Unlimited Free entry

4. Fuji-Q Highland
   - Access: Get out at Fuji-Q Highland Bus Stop
   - Facilities: Unlimited Free entry

5. Lake Motosuko Pleasure Cruiser “Moguran”
   - Access: Get out at Motosuko Bus Stop
   - Facilities: Unlimited Free entry

6. Gripa (amusement park)
   - Access: Get out at Gripa Bus Stop
   - Facilities: Unlimited Free entry

Special deals for purchasers of the Mt. Fuji Pass

1. Fujikyu Unjo-Kaku
   - 10% off on purchases of 1,000 yen or more
2. Gateway Fujiyama, Kawaguchiko Station Shop
   - 5% off on soft-serve ice cream and drinks
3. Gateway Fujiyama, Mt. Fuji Station Shop
   - 5% off on soft-serve ice cream and drinks
4. Morigo-no-ekki Fujisan
   - Free soft drink with order of food from the menu
5. Oshino Shinobi-no-Sato (Oshino Ninja Village)
   - 10% discount on entrance
6. Highland Bus Terminal
   - 5% off on soft-serve ice cream and drinks
7. Highland Resort Hotel & Spa
   - 10% off on purchases of 3,000 yen or more
   - 10% off on purchases of 1,000 yen or more at Les Rives Salon de the, Cafe Briche, and The Gaspard and La shop
8. Fujiyama Onsen
   - 20-25% off on fees

Many other special deals are available for purchasers! You'll also find time tables and information on lodging facilities here.

Where to buy the Mt. Fuji Pass

- Otsuki Sta.
- Kawaguchiko Sta.
- Mt. Fuji Sta.
- Asahigawa Bus Terminal
- Mishima Sta.
- Shin-Fuji Sta.
- Fujinomiya Sta.
- Gotemba Sta.